A letter to David Pells, Editor of PM World Today, on his paper
on PM history. 2009.01.03
I have read – I must say that too late – your very interesting editorial on future of project
management. Currently I prepare (also too late) my Ph. D. thesis on knowledge in project
management and your paper substantially extends my knowledge – or meta-knowledge.
I would like to comment one thing in your paper – I know that very basic – namely the
definition of project, cited after PMBoK ® Guide 4th Edition. In my opinion this definition is
logically inconsistent with the rest of PMBoK ® Guide. The well known definition says that,
as all of us know, “A project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product,
service, or result.” But, from the other hand, according to the description of Develop Project
Charter process (chapter 4.1) neither Project Statement of Work (input to this process) nor
Project Charter (output) contains precise description of project product – I agree with this
approach, they may not contain it. So let us for a while assume that the word “unique” in
project definition means something. “Means” – i.e. it partitions products into “unique” and
“not unique”. But when we may tell whether a product is or is not unique? When the product
is fully defined. And, all the time according to PMBoK ® Guide, project product is defined
not earlier then after executing the Collect Requirements (new in fourth edition) and Define
Scope processes, which aim is “[…] developing a detailed description […] of the product.”
And just then you may tell whether a product is or is not “unique”. If it is unique – we may
proceed with execution of the project. But what should happen if we suddenly see that it is not
unique? PMBoK ® Guide does not say what to do in this case. The formal consequence of
such situation should be – cancelling the project? Informing the initiator that he/she made a
mistake?
Such an inconsistence would not occur under two conditions:
1. “Unique” means nothing, i.e. all possible project products positively pass the test of
“uniqueness”. But if it means nothing it should be removed from the definition of the
project.
2. There is no reference to characteristics of project product in project definition. If there
is any such reference, it might be falsified after detailed product definition.
This was the formal, logical analysis of the project definition. And practical comment – who
cares and tests whether a product is or is not unique? Project are chartered not “to do
something” but to “achieve some goal”. And just the project business, not its product should
be present in project definition.
Such comments may be continued. Let us look at first sentences of project definition. “A
project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result. […]
The end is reached when the project’s objectives are reached […]” No, this is inconsistent
with the previous sentence (who cares for any project objectives, according to the first cited
sentence?). It would be consistent if we replace the second with something like “The end is
reached when the project’s product, service or result are completed […]”. But it would not be
consistent with common sense.
The right and consistent definition of a project is in fact hidden somewhere else in PMBoK ®
Guide. In section 4.1 you may find information that “Project are authorized due to internal
business needs or external influence”. So the definition should be like this: “A project is a
temporary endeavor undertaken to satisfy internal business need or respond to external
influence.” Only project characteristics known to its initiator at the time of its project

initiation should be present in its project definition. Other approaches to project definition
lead to inconsistencies shown above.
Stanisław Gasik

A response to William Duncan on project definition,
2009.03.09
Great to read opinion from the person responsible in PMI for the discussed definition of a
project. That is what I expected – just comment from the author. Thanks to Mr. Duncan for
his letter! But I will try to discuss with its explanations and answer questions – one by one.
[…] I still think it is at least as good as any of the other definitions in widespread use such as those
from ISO or IPMA.

ISO definition of a project is objective oriented and IPMA definition, while it is product
oriented, does not require uniqueness of project products. This way both of these
organizations avoided the trap of inconsistency of PM processes and project definition. The
same with Prince 2, CMMI or BS 6079. My main critics of PMI project definition goes from
the fact that this is internally inconsistent with the rest of PMBoK. The authors may define
what they want and in a way which they choose but there is main requirement: it must be
internally consistent. According to my research currently PMI with PMBoK is the only
project management professional organization which cannot consistently define the basic
concept of a project. So – sorry to say – I may not agree that PMI definition is as good as any
other.
First, his argument rests on the assumption that we must know that the product, service, or result of
the work we are undertaking will be unique before we start. Why?

Please read carefully. I do not say that according to PMBoK it would be logical to know full
specification of the product BEFORE the project starts. I say that – according to PMBoK –
full product specification must be known DURING project chartering (or: starting). Because,
again, according to PMBoK project definition, it is stated that only works producing UNIQUE
products constitute a project. And works which do not constitute a project are outside of the
scope of all the PMBoK – this is just PROJECT management body of knowledge and not
ANY_TYPE_OF_WORK body of knowledge. Please notice also that in PMBoK there is no
place for making decisions about execution / cancelling after projects chartering (there is two
step project initiation process for example in Prince 2). The decision made in Develop Project
Charter Process is final and we do not have option for project termination at least until
starting its execution. What is decided in Develop Project Charter process will be finally
executed as a project. That is why people executing projects according to PMBoK must know
whether a product is unique just in Develop Project Charter process.
Second, he ignores the rather detailed discussion of what is meant by "unique." He appears to think
that uniqueness comes only from the "detailed description" of the product of the project when it could,
in fact, come using a different approach, a different team, or being in a different location. To accept
this argument, we must accept the proposition that the NASA Mars trip is not a project until after the
results have been defined in detail.

I can see several problems with this explanation.
First – it looks like Mr. Duncan cannot see the difference between the very basic PMBoK
(and, more general, project management concepts) like “product scope” and “project scope”

(related to “project product” and “project work”). I try to discuss PRODUCT uniqueness
(PMBoK project definition is just product-based) while he refers to project WORKS: “using
different approach”, “different team” ("different location" will be discussed later) are concepts
from the domain of project work and not project product. According to this argument laying
egg by different hens would be close to the concept of project as each work is performed by
“different (one hen) team”. And this is probably the very reason of the problem with PMI
project definition – they mix project’s product (in concept definition) and project’s process (in
concept explanation).
Second – the greatest usefulness of any definition is on “boundary” cases. The NASA Mars
trip is obviously a project, also according to PMI definition. Perhaps every child in each
elementary school all over the world knows that nobody visited Mars up to now. So we know
about uniqueness of this product (and project) from the time when the idea was born. So in
this case there is no risk of inproper classifying the works as "project". But what with less
obvious cases? Like: is the work of building a house according to the same technical
documentation in two different places a project in both cases? Of course it IS in each case, but
this is questionable according to PMI definition. Of the differences cited by Mr. Duncan only
one refers to product (and not to processes) – this is “different location” and it needs further
considerations.
Third – we came to the concept of “uniqueness”. Does “different location” make a building
unique? (I discussed this topic elsewhere but did not want to extend too much my initial letter
to Editor of PM World Today). But if this is really needed, here you are. According to
Cambridge Dictionary: (http://dictionary.cambridge.org/define.asp?key=86631&dict=CALD)
“Unique: Being the only existing one of its type or, more generally, unusual or special in
some way.” Do houses constructed according to the same documentation in different location
conform to this definition? No. Does the process of producing a product in a different way
(“different approach, different team”) influence the concept of this product (not: PROCESS)
“uniqueness” anyway? No. So, applying Cambridge Dictionary definition of “uniqueness”, a
house built according to the same documentation in different location may not be the result of
a project. But for most of PM practitioner – it is.
Explanation of meaning of the word “unique” placed in PMBoK is rather unique.
A large part of the problem here is that he is relying on the addition of "collect requirements" to
support his view. "Collect requirements" (according to the definitions in the document) is a productoriented process and not a project management oriented process: it does not belong in the document
at all. It was proposed for the 2004 version and rejected. Why it was included in the 2008 version, I
have no idea, but it certainly doesn't repeat in each phase as the other project management oriented
processes uniformly do.

No matter whether PMBoK offers a formal process for collecting requirements or not – they
must be collected. The academic discussion whether this is a part of “product management” or
“project management” is out of scope of our current discussion. The point is that in real life it
often happens that detailed product requirements are collected, analyzed and defined only
after chartering a project - and such a process is present in the current version of PMBoK.
You must perform a lot of work after chartering a project in order to define project products.
So you do not know what will be the project product when you charter a project and you
cannot base project definition on product characteristics.
Finally, his proposed alternative is too broad: pretty much everything an organization does is done in
response to an internal business need or external influence. When Ford builds a car ... internal
business need to generate revenue. When AIG processes a claim ... external influence that caused a
loss.

Let us recall my suggestion: "project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to satisfy internal
business need or respond to external influence". What I have done was only collecting
together some statements already present in PMBoK. So I understand that just the team
producing PMBoK is the addressee of this comment. I do not know why Mr. Duncan could
not see the addition of “a temporary endeavor” to the definition. Just bounding together
temporary nature with business needs or external influence makes a project (both of these
characteristics are taken form PMBoK).
I do not know what is meant by “building a car by Ford”. If Mr. Duncan thinks of building
one car out of millions – this is not a project, as it is produced within a continuous process
(does not conform to the phrase “temporary endeavor” in proposed definition). But when he
thinks about preparing and implementing this car production process – this is a project
according to proposed definition: temporary and performed according to external influence
(customer demand). Processing a claim is just a process, which is not temporary.
On the other hand, applying his logic to his definition, we may not know if we are actually responding
to an internal need or an external influence until ... after we have collected the requirements.

Don’t we really know the goal of a project when we charter it? I ever discourage anybody
from chartering a project until he / she knows its goal. And the last comment defending
PMBoK, of a very logical nature: its authors placed “or” and not “exclusive or” in the cited
text so you do not have to decide which option you apply in each case.
Stanisław Gasik

